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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

CAN   Calling Attention Notice

CM  Chief Minister 

MQM  Muttahida Quami Movement

NPP  National Peoples Party

PO  Points of Order

PM  Privilege Motion

PML-F  Pakistan Muslim League-Functional

PTI  Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf

PML-N  Pakistan Muslim League - Nawaz

PPPP  Pakistan Peoples Party Parliamentarian



The Provincial Assembly of Sindh passed six bills and 

adopted 21 resolutions during 36th session that 

comprised 15 sittings held between November 1, 2017 

and November 23, 2017, observes Free and Fair 

Election Network (FAFEN) in a report.

 The House addressed 34 Calling Attention Notices 

(CANs) and debated an Adjournment Motion regarding 

results of Population and Housing Census, 2017 during 

the reporting session. As many as 13 private motions 

for discussions on issues of public importance and eight 

motions to amend the Rules of Procedure of the 

Provincial Assembly of Sindh, 2013 were not 

considered by the House. 

The Provincial Assembly passed six out of seven 

treasury-sponsored legislative proposals that appeared 

on the agenda during the session. The approved 

legislative proposals included the Sindh Safe Blood 

Trnsfusion Bill, 2017; the Sindh Occupational Safety and 

Health Bill, 2017; the Sindh Livestock Registration and 

Trade Authority Bill, 2017; the Sindh Civil Servants 

(Amendment) Bill, 2017; the Shahdadpur Institute of 

Medical Sciences (Amendment) Bill, 2017 and the 

Jacobabad Institute of Medical Sciences (Amendment) 

Bill, 2017.

The government also introduced the Institute of 

Animals Health Karachi Bill, 2017 in the House which 

was referred to the relevant standing committee. 

Three private members belonging to PPPP introduced 

the Sindh Prohibition on Manufacture, Promotion and 

Sale of Gutka and Mainpuri Bill, 2017; the University of 

Art and Culture, Jamshoro Bill, 2017 and the Pakistan 

University, Karachi Bill, 2017 which were also referred 

to the relevant standing committees. 

The Assembly's regular business included 15 

resolutions of which ten were adopted, four were not 

taken up and one was referred to the relevant 

committee. Additionally, the House adopted eleven 

supplementary resolutions as well which were not part 

of the regular agenda while one supplementary 

resolution was referred to the relevant committee. 

The adopted resolutions recommended the 

government to lift ban on student unions, appoint lady 

teachers in primary schools, begin sugarcane crushing 

in the province of Sindh as soon as possible, grant 90-

day maternity leave to working women, encourage 

establishment of industries, ensure installation of gates 

at railway-crossings, take steps against unannounced 

electricity and gas load-shedding in Sukkur, establish 

Trade Zones in all major cities of Sindh, donate funds 

for Muslim refugees of Myanmar in Bangladesh and take 
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immediate action against electricity over-billing in 

Hyderabad. 

The House, through resolutions, also recommended the 

provincial government to take up the issues of zakat 

fund, recent increase in petroleum prices, dispute 

among students groups at Quaid-e-Azam University 

Islamabad and registration of around 13 million women 

on electoral rolls with the federal government. It also 

adopted resolutions condemning the National 

Accountability Bureau (NAB) policies in Sindh, the 

statement of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf Leadership for 

demanding early general elections and the statement 

of a Federal Minister regarding Kala Bagh Dam. 

The resolutions also paid tribute to great Sufi Saint 

Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai, national poet Allama 

Muhammad Iqbal, the services of World Science 

Community especially women in connection with the 

World Science Day and the Sindhi writer and 

philosopher Muhamad Ibrahim Joyo. The House also 

offered condolences on the loss of lives in Iran-Iraq 

earthquake in a resolution.

As many as 34 Call Attention Notices (CANs) were 

taken up and responded to by the relevant government 

departments. Among them, twelve were related to 

Department of Local Government and six to 

Department of Education and Literacy. The remaining 

notices were addressed to departments of Health 

(three), Home, Works & Services and Agriculture (two 

each), Information, Irrigation, Excise & Taxation, 

Planning & Development, Prisons, Revenue and 

Transport (one each).

As many as 23 (68%) of these CANs, were submitted 

by male lawmakers and 11 (23%) by members. MQM 

lawmakers sponsored 19 CANs and were followed by 

lawmakers belonging to PTI (six), PML-F (five), and PML-

N & PPPP (two each). 

Six CANs sponsored by MQM lawmakers (five by male 

and one by female) also appeared on the agenda but 

were not taken up in the House. Five of these notices 

related to Department of Education & Literacy and one 

to Department of Works & Services. 

The lawmakers asked 93 Starred Questions during the 

session. The government ministers responded to 53 of 

these questions orally during the proceedings while the 

remaining questions were answered in writing only. A 

starred question requires an oral as well as a written 

reply. Nineteen questions were addressed to 

Department of Prisons, eight to departments of 

Transport and  Planning & Development each and seven 

to departments of Education, Wildlife and Women 

Development each. The remaining questions were 

addressed to departments of Forest and Health (six 

each) and Irrigation, Slum Areas (Katchi Abadis), 

Labour, Law and Public Health Engineering (five each).  

The lawmakers asked 324 supplementary questions, as 

well.

The lawmakers raised seven Points of Order (POs) 

during the session, consuming 22 minutes of the 

proceedings. 

The lawmakers of MQM, PPPP and PTI tabled 13 Private 

Motions seeking discussions on various issues of 

governance education andhealth sectors. However, the 

House did not take up any of these motions. In addition, 

eight Motions to Amend the Rules of Procedure and 

Conduct of Business of the Assembly, sponsored by 

MQM lawmakers, also remained unaddressed.

Eight incidents of protest and a walkout by lawmakers 



belonging to the opposition benches were observed 

during the session. The lawmakers recorded their 

protest over ignoring Private Members' agenda, not 

getting permission from the Chair to raise Points of 

Order and exchange of harsh remarks between the 

government and opposition lawmakers.

As many as five lawmakers - MQM four and PPPP one - 

moved one Question of Privilege each complaining 

inappropriate behavior of the government servants 

with them. Three of these questions were referred to 

the relevant committee, one was withdrawn by the 

mover and another was disposed of. 

The House held a discussion on an Adjournment Motion 

of PML-F lawmaker regarding Results of Population and 

Housing Census, 2017. As many as 11 lawmakers 

participated in the discussion consuming an hour and 51 

minutes. The remaining 11 Adjournment Motions 

remained unaddressed – three were not take up during 

the respective sitting, five were rejected by the Chair, 

two were dropped and one was withdrawn by the 

mover. 

According to headcount conducted by FAFEN 

observers, as many as 58 (35%) lawmakers attended 

each sitting on an average. As many as 33 (20%) 

legislators were observed to be present on an average 

at the outset and 47 (28%) at the adjournment of a 

sitting. On an average, five minority members also 

attended each sitting. The average duration of the 

sitting was observed to be two hours and 28 minutes 

and the average delay in the commencement of each 

sitting was an hour and 33 minutes. The second sitting 

was the longest sitting of the session that continued for 

three hours and 42 minutes while the eighth sitting was 

the shortest with 11 minutes of proceedings. The House 

did not take any break during the sittings; however, the 

proceedings were stopped for three minutes during 

every sitting for the Azaan.  

The Speaker attended five sittings and chaired the 

proceedings for eight hours and 33 minutes (23% of 

the session), while the Deputy Speaker attended 14 

sittings and presided over the proceedings for 26 hours 

and 27 minutes (71% of the session). The rest of the 

proceedings (four percent) were chaired by a Member 

of the Panel of Chairpersons.

The Leader of the House (Chief Minister) attended 

seven sittings for six hours and 43 minutes (18% of the 

proceedings) while the Leader of the Opposition 

attended eight sittings for nine hours and 35 minutes 

(26 percent of the proceedings).

The Parliamentary leader of MQM was observed to be 

present in every sitting while the PTI leader attended 

14 sittings. The leaders of PML-F, PPPP and PML-N 

attended 13, 11 and  nine sittings respectively. The 

parliamentary leader of NPP did not attend any sitting 

throughout the session.



This section gives a statistical overview of 

the session covering the number of sittings, 

duration of sittings, attendance and 

participation of members in the House 

proceedings.

SESSION TIME, ATTENDANCE

AND PARTICIPATION 

Total

Sittings

15

Session

Duration

37 hours

4 minutes 

Average

Delay

1 hour 

33 minutes

Total 

Break

36

minutes

SECTION 1



SITTING DATE, DURATION AND ATTENDANCE

The lawmakers' average attendance per sitting was 58 (35%) including five minority members. As many as 33 (20%) legislators were 

observed to be present on an average at the outset and 47 (28%) at the adjournment of a sitting. The average duration of the sitting 

was observed to be two hours and 28 minutes and the average delay in the commencement of each sitting was an hour and 33 

minutes. The second sitting was the longest sitting of the session that continued for three hours and 42 minutes while the eighth 

sitting was the shortest with 11 minutes of proceedings.

1
01 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

3:21

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:15

Members

      at Start

35

Members at
      Adjournment 

80

Minority

      Members

6

2
02 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

3:42

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:33

Members

      at Start

32

Members at
      Adjournment 

52

Minority

      Members

5

3
03 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

1:40

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:55

Members

      at Start

52

Members at
      Adjournment 

39

Minority

      Members

5

4
06 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

3:40

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:30

Members

      at Start

30

Members at
      Adjournment 

56

Minority

      Members

5

5
07 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:56

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:40

Members

      at Start

48

Members at
      Adjournment 

50

Minority

      Members

5

6
08 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:51

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:39

Members

      at Start

44

Members at
      Adjournment 

60

Minority

      Members

5

7
09 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

3:00

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:45

Members

      at Start

34

Members at
      Adjournment 

45

Minority

      Members

5

8
10 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

0:11

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:30

Members

      at Start

9

Members at
      Adjournment 

11

Minority

      Members

1



9
13 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:20

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:18

Members

      at Start

15

Members at
      Adjournment 

43

Minority

      Members

5

10
14 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:42

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:38

Members

      at Start

30

Members at
      Adjournment 

48

Minority

      Members

4

11
17 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:13

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:52

Members

      at Start

52

Members at
      Adjournment 

51

Minority

      Members

5

12
20 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

0:19

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

0:56

Members

      at Start

26

Members at
      Adjournment 

32

Minority

      Members

4

13
21 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:35

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:25

Members

      at Start

20

Members at
      Adjournment 

40

Minority

      Members

5

14
22 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

2:28

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:45

Members

      at Start

40

Members at
      Adjournment 

49

Minority

      Members

5

15
23 Nov, 

2017

Total 

     Time 

            (hh:mm)

3:06

Late 

    Start 

            (hh:mm)

1:38

Members

      at Start

22

Members at
      Adjournment 

44

Minority

      Members

5



The Parliamentary leader of MQM was observed to be present in every sitting while the PTI leader attended 14 sittings. The leaders of 

PML-F, PPPP and PML-N attended 13, 11 and nine sittings respectively. The parliamentary leader of NPP did not attend any sitting 

throughout the session.

PARLIAMENTARY LEADERS ATTENDANCE

KEY MEMBERS ATTENDANCE

The Speaker attended five sittings and chaired the proceedings for eight hours and 33 minutes (23% of the session), while the Deputy 

Speaker attended 14 sittings and presided over the proceedings for 26 hours and 27 minutes (71% of the session). 

The Leader of the House (Chief Minister) attended seven sittings for six hours and 43 minutes (18% of the proceedings) while the 

Leader of the Opposition attended eight sittings for nine hours and 35 minutes (26 percent of the proceedings).

14 71%ISittings of total session’s
time

Presided forAttended

Deputy Speaker

5 23%ISittings of total session’s
time

Presided forAttended

Speaker

7 ISittings

Spent
Attended

Chief Minister

18% 8
Sittings

Spent
Attended

I
Leader of the Opposition

26%

Nand Kumar 

PML-F
attended

sittings

13

Samar Ali Khan

PTI
attended

sittings

14

Syed Sardar Ahmad

attended

sittings

15
MQM

Nisar Ahmed Khuhro

attended

sittings

11
PPPP

* The rest of the proceedings (four percent) were chaired by a Member of the Panel of Chairpersons.



REPRESENTATION,
RESPONSIVENESS AND

GOVERNMENT
OVERSIGHT

This section gives statistical as well as qualitative overview of 

legislator's interventions in the House – Calling Attention Notices 

(CANs), Questions, Adjournment Motions (AM) or any other 

motions – for the oversight of government and to articulate 

issues of public interest and importance. 

Starred

Questions

93

CANs

44

Private

Motions

13

SECTION 2



As per Rule 38 of the Sindh Assembly, the House holds a 60-minute question hour at the outset of a sitting except on the sittings 

falling on Saturdays, Sundays and the day set for oath taking/elections of key members. 

The lawmakers asked 93 Starred Questions during the session. The government ministers responded to 53 of these questions orally 

during the proceedings while the remaining questions were answered in writing only. A starred question requires an oral as well as a 

written reply. Nineteen questions were addressed to Department of Prisons, eight to departments of Transport and  Planning & 

Development each and seven to departments of Education, Wildlife and Women Development each. The remaining questions were 

addressed to departments of Forest and Health (six each) and Irrigation, Slum Areas (Katchi Abadis), Labour, Law and Public Health 

Engineering (five each).  The lawmakers asked 324 supplementary questions, as well.

QUESTIONS

STARRED QUESTIONS: 93

Taken up Not Taken up

53 40
SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS: 324

QUESTIONS BY MINISTRY

7 6 6 5 5 5 5
8

19

5
8 7 7

Education Health Labour Law Planning 
& 

Development

Prisons TransportForest Irrigation Katchi 
Abadis

Public 
Health 

Engineering

Wildlife Women 
Development



PRIVILEGE MOTIONS

As many as five lawmakers - MQM four and PPPP one - moved one Question of Privilege 

each complaining inappropriate behavior of the government servants with them. Three of 

these questions were referred to the relevant committee, one was withdrawn by the 

mover and another was disposed of. 

5
Total

31

1

Referred to Committee Withdrawn
Disposed of

A lawmaker can call the attention of a minister/department head for any matter involving law 

and order situation or a definite matter of urgent public importance, by submitting one calling 

attention notice per sitting. According to Rule 69 of the Sindh Assembly, a calling attention 

notice cannot be debated and the member moving the notice cannot respond to the reply 

furnished by the government.

As many as 34 Call Attention Notices (CANs) were taken up and responded to by the 

relevant government departments. Among them, twelve were related to Department of Local 

Government and six to Department of Education and Literacy. The remaining notices were 

addressed to departments of Health (three), Home, Works & Services and Agriculture (two 

each), Information, Irrigation, Excise & Taxation, Planning & Development, Prisons, Revenue 

and Transport (one each).

As many as 23 (68%) of these CANs, were submitted by male lawmakers and 11 (23%) by 

members. MQM lawmakers sponsored 19 CANs and were followed by lawmakers belonging to 

PTI (six), PML-F (five), and PML-N & PPPP (two each). 

44
Total

3

2

11

Not Taken UpTaken Up

CALL ATTENTION NOTICES 

10

34



PARLIAMENTARY
OUTPUT

This section deals with the legislative business, resolutions,  

amendment to the rules, reports and documents presented 

before the House during the session.   

Bills on

Agenda

10

Resolutions 

27

SECTION 3



PASSED BILLS

§ The Sindh Civil Servants (Amendment) Bill, 2017

§ The Sindh Safe Blood Transfusion Bill, 2017

§ The Sindh Occupational Safety and Health Bill, 2017

§ The Shahdadpur Institute of Medical Scinces (Amendment) Bill, 

2017

§ The Jacobabad Institute of Medical Scinces (Amendment) Bill, 

2017

§ The Sindh Livestock Registration and Trade Authority Bill, 2017

LEGISLATION

Lawmaking on matters of national and provincial importance through rigorous debate is the most important function of a 

legislature. This section reviews the nature, status and consideration of government and private member legislations tabled during 

the session. 

The Provincial Assembly passed six out of seven treasury-sponsored legislative proposals that appeared on the agenda during the 

session. The approved legislative proposals included the Sindh Safe Blood Trnsfusion Bill, 2017; the Sindh Occupational Safety and 

Health Bill, 2017; the Sindh Livestock Registration and Trade Authority Bill, 2017; the Sindh Civil Servants (Amendment) Bill, 2017; 

the Shahdadpur Institute of Medical Sciences (Amendment) Bill, 2017 and the Jacobabad Institute of Medical Sciences 

(Amendment) Bill, 2017.

The government also introduced the Institute of Animals Health Karachi Bill, 2017 in the House which was referred to the relevant 

standing committee. Three private members belonging to PPPP introduced the Sindh Prohibition on Manufacture, Promotion and 

Sale of Gutka and Mainpuri Bill, 2017; the University of Art and Culture, Jamshoro Bill, 2017 and the Pakistan University, Karachi 

Bill, 2017 which were also referred to the relevant standing committees. 

STATUS 
OF BILLS

7
Total 

Government

Private 3
PASSED

6

0

INTRODUCED

1

3



ORDER AND
INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Order and institutionalization is important for an efficient and 

productive legislature. This section provides information 

about Points of Order, Questions of Privilege, Quorum and 

any instances of walkout, protest or boycott during the 

proceeding.

Points of

Order 

7

Protest and

Walkouts

9

SECTION 4



POINTS OF ORDER

According to Rule 232 of the Rules of Procedures of Sindh Assembly “a point of order shall relate to the interpretation or 

enforcement of the rules or the interpretation of the provisions of the Constitution on regulating the business of the Assembly.” 

The Speaker is required to give a ruling on these issues and no discussion or debate is allowed on any point of order, but the 

Speaker may hear a member before giving his decision.

The lawmakers raised seven Points of Order (POs) during the session, consuming 22 minutes of the proceedings. 

2 10
minutes

POs consumed

2nd
Sitting

1 2
minutes

POs consumed

5th
Sitting

1 2
minutes

POs consumed

6th
Sitting

3 8
minutes

POs consumed

11th
Sitting

WALKOUT/PROTEST/BOYCOTT

The Provincial Assembly witnessed thirteen incidents of protests and walkouts by the opposition lawmakers. Cumulatively, these 

protests including five walkouts consumed an hour and seven minutes of the proceedings. The dissenting lawmakers staged eight 

protests on floor of the House consuming 38 minutes of the proceedings.

Eight incidents of protest and a walkout by lawmakers belonging to the opposition benches were observed during the session. The 

lawmakers recorded their protest over ignoring Private Members' agenda, not getting permission from the Chair to raise Points of 

Order and exchange of harsh remarks between the government and opposition lawmakers.

Reason: Against the Chair for not allowing them to speak during the proceedings

1st Sitting

Protest (PML-F & PTI)
2 minutes

Reason: Against the attitude of the Chair for disallowing him to raise a supplementary question

3rd Sitting

Protest (MQM) 2 minutes



Reason: Against the decision of the Chair to disallow a Point of Order

5th Sitting

Protest (Opposition) 11 minutes

Reason: Against the decision of the Chair to disallow a Point of Order

5th Sitting

Protest (PML-F) 3 minutes

Reason: Against the decision of the Chair to disallow a Point of Order

6th Sitting

Protest (PML-F, PMLN and PTI) 4 minutes

Reason: Against the decision of the Chair to disallow a supplementary question

7th Sitting

Protest (PTI) 1 minutes

Reason: Against absence of relevant minister to reply her question

9th Sitting

Walkout (PML-F ) 5 minutes

Reason: Against the decision of the Chair to disallow a Point of Order

9th Sitting

Protest (PTI) 2 minutes

Reason: For not letting the debate begin on the issue of sugarcane crushing season

10th Sitting

Protest (PML-F, PML-N and PTI) 2 minutes
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Free and Fair Election Network
www.fafen.org

www.openparliament.pk   I   www.parliamentfiles.com

§ FAFEN is one of the most credible networks of civil society organizations working for strengthening citizens' voice and accountability 
in Pakistan since 2006.

§ FAFEN has harnessed information technology for real-time monitoring, facilitation and technical backstopping of partners for 
effective and result-based program delivery.

§ FAFEN is the only civil society group to have been invited by the Judicial Commission to present the evidence of illegalities and 
irregularities documented through the course of General Elections 2013 Observation. The systemic and procedural issues identified 
by FAFEN have been acknowledged by the commission in its detailed findings.

§ FAFEN's recommendations for electoral reforms have contributed to the work of Parliamentary Committee for Electoral Reforms.

§ FAFEN's advocacy for parliamentary transparency, accountability and reforms has shaped public discourse on parliamentary 
reforms. Improved citizens' access to parliamentary information including daily public release of parliamentarians' attendance 
records can be directly attributed to FAFEN's work.

§ FAFEN deployed 18,000 and 40,000 non-partisan and trained observers for the systematic observation of general election 2008 and 
2013, respectively, largest citizens' observation ever undertaken in Pakistan.

§ FAFEN's evidence and recommendations for reforms have improved the quality of public and political discourse on elections, its 
issues and need for reforms. Leading political parties and media houses extensively use FAFEN's election findings and analysis to 
build a case for reforms. 

§ With more than 19,100 followers on Twitter and around 121,000 on Facebook, FAFEN is considered one of the most reliable sources 
of electoral and parliamentary information in the country.

About FAFEN
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